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	Programming Internet Email, 9781565924796 (1565924797), O'Reilly, 1999
The Internet's "killer app" is not the World Wide Web or Push technologies: it is humble electronic mail. More people use email than any other Internet application. As the number of email users swells, and as email takes on an ever greater role in personal and business communication, Internet mail protocols have become not just an enabling technology for messaging, but a programming interface on top of which core applications are built. Programming Internet Email unmasks the Internet Mail System and shows how a loose federation of connected networks have combined to form the world's largest and most heavily trafficked message system. Programming Internet Email tames the Internet's most popular messaging service. For programmers building applications on top of email capabilities, and power users trying to get under the hood of their own email systems, Programming Internet Email stands out  as an essential guide and reference book. In typical O'Reilly fashion,  Programming Internet Email covers the topic with nineteen tightly  written chapters and five useful appendixes.    Following a thorough introduction to the Internet Mail System, the book is  divided into five parts:
	Part I covers email formats, from basic text messages to the guts of MIME. Secure email message formats (OpenPGP and S/MIME), mailbox formats and other commonly used formats are detailed in this reference section.
	Part II describes Internet email protocols: SMTP and ESMTP, POP3 and IMAP4. Each protocol is covered in detail to expose the Internet Mail System's inner workings.
	Part III provides a solid API reference for programmers working in Perl and Java. Class references are given for commonly used Perl modules that relate to email and the Java Mail API.
	Part IV provides clear and concise examples of how to incorporate email capabilities into your applications. Examples are given in both Perl and Java.
	Part V covers the future of email on the Internet. Means and methods for controlling spam email and newly proposed Internet mail protocols are discussed.
	Appendixes to Programming Internet Email provide a host of explanatory information and useful references for the programmer and avid user alike, including a comprehensive list of Internet RFCs relating to email, MIME types and a list of email related URLs.


Programming Internet Email will answer all of your questions  about mail and extend your abilities into this most popular messaging frontier.
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Mastering Cloud Computing: Foundations and Applications ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Mastering Cloud Computing is designed for undergraduate students learning to develop cloud computing applications. Tomorrow's applications won’t live on a single computer but will be deployed from and reside on a virtual server, accessible anywhere, any time. Tomorrow's application developers need to understand the...


		

Performance Management: Integrating Strategy Execution, Methodologies, Risk, and AnalyticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Praise for Praise for Performance Management: Integrating Strategy Execution, Methodologies, Risk, and Analytics


	"A highly accessible collection of essays on contemporary thinking in performance management. Readers will get excellent overviews on the Balanced Scorecard, strategy maps, incentives, management...


		

Optical Shop Testing (Wiley Series in Pure and Applied Optics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The purpose of this third edition is to bring together in a single book descriptions of all tests carried out in the optical shop that are applicable to optical components and systems. This book is intended for the specialist as well as the non-specialist engaged in optical shop testing. There is currently a great deal of research being done in...




	

ArcGIS for JavaScript developers by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Unshackle your GIS application from a workstation! Get running with three major web mapping projects covering all the important aspects of the ArcGIS JavaScript API.
	
		Set a strong foundation for the ArcGIS JavaScript API and modular coding with dojo.
	
		Gain a crystal clear...



		

Unstructured Data Analytics: How to Improve Customer Acquisition, Customer Retention, and Fraud Detection and PreventionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	Turn unstructured data into valuable business insight


	Unstructured Data Analytics provides an accessible, non-technical introduction to the analysis of unstructured data. Written by global experts in the analytics space, this book presents unstructured data analysis (UDA) concepts in a practical way, highlighting...


		

Confessions of an Economic Hit ManBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2004
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man reveals a game that, according to John Perkins, is "as old as Empire" but has taken on new and terrifying dimensions in an era of globalization. And Perkins should know. For many years he worked for an international consulting firm where his main job was to convince LDCs (less developed...
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